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Transportation Technical Advisory Committee (TTAC) 

Meeting Notes – April 9, 2018 

 

Present: Nate Kampman, Mike Barkalow, Kesha Billings, Jon Bogert, Randy Burke, 

Steve Krug, Ron Griffith, Brad Ketels, Jason Middlekauff, Matt Myers, Tom Peffer, Dick 

Ransom, Kelli Scott, Shane Wicks, Tim Mrock, Steve Hershner, Seth Gunnerson, and 

Brenna Fall 

 

Absent: Daniel Gibbins, Doug Wilson, Scott Pottorff 

 

Staff: Bill Micheel, Brandon Whyte, Hilary Hershner, Jillane Shultz 

 

Nate Kampman called the meeting to order at 2:03 p.m. 

 

Public Comment 

There was no public comment. 

 

AGENDA 

 

Action/Discussion Items 

1. Approve Minutes –  

Tom Peffer made a motion to approve the minutes from November 2, 2017. Ron 

Griffith seconded the motion with unanimous consent.   

2. Election of Officers –  

Dick Ransom made a motion that Nate Kampman remain Chair and Seth 

Gunnerson remain as Vice Chair. Steve Krug seconded the motion with 

unanimous consent.  

 

3. Road Project Review –  

Bill Micheel shared PowerPoint Slides from the November 2, 2017 TTAC 

Meeting as a review. Mr. Micheel stated that TTAC and the Policy Board have 

raised concern regarding the level of technical review each project receives. These 

concerns included the size of TTAC, number of project applications, and 

recommendations based on technical aspects of the project applications. Mr. 

Micheel stated that information about technical and voting recommendations have 

been communicated to the Executive Committee and Policy Board.  

 

Staff proposed two changes to the TIP project review process during the 

November 2, 2017 TTAC Meeting. Beginning in February 2018, roads and trails 

held small group meetings in lieu of a full TTAC meeting. The objective of the 

small group meetings was to complete an in-depth technical review of project 
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applications. The small groups will provide the Executive Committee and Policy 

Board with technical summary reports and recommendation summary in April or 

May. Mr. Micheel stated that these groups were chosen based on expertise and 

interest. Jurisdictional balance was purposefully ignored in the composition of 

each group. The size of the small groups was representative of 50%, 30%, 20% 

modal funds split (Roads, Trails, Transit). Mr. Micheel shared that the proposed 

review process will not change the voting structure of TTAC, nor increase the 

number of meetings required to provide a recommendation. The proposed review 

process changes will ensure opportunity for appropriate level of technical review 

by decreasing size of group performing in-depth technical review. The proposed 

review process changes will also ensure appropriate level of information about 

technical aspects of projects and recommendation are communicated to Policy 

Board.  

 

Hilary Hershner shared information on the 6th Street NW Connection to Ellis 

Road project as well as the TTAC and Iowa DOT design variances. The TTAC 

Road Small Group was comfortable granting variance for 6 ft. bike lanes. Street 

typology calls for a 10 ft. side path or 3 ft. barrier with a 5 ft. minimum travel area 

protected bike lane.  

 

Ms. Hershner shared the AASHTO Guidelines that emphasize separated bike 

facilities for roads over 30 mph or 6,000 cars/day. It was suggested during the 

TTAC Road Small Group discussion that there would be a need for a center turn 

lane if traffic projections are 8,000-10,000 cars/day.  

 

Ms. Hershner stated that Cedar Rapids intends to install 6 ft. bike lanes north of E 

Ave and south of B Ave as part of a road diet south on 6th St SW and striping on 

Ellis Blvd. Ms. Hershner shared that 6 ft. bike lanes would make it consistent 

from the north to the south.  

 

Ms. Hershner shared information regarding the center turn lane to the north and 

south of the project boundaries. Ms. Hershner stated that the center turn lane is 

expected to continue on 6th St south of 1st Ave W. 6th St SW will be three lanes 

with bike lanes until 33rd Ave SW. Ms. Hershner shared that the center turn lane 

is not expected to continue north of E Ave because the roadway width is too 

narrow.  

 

Ms. Hershner stated the uncertainty of whether the center turn lane would be 

needed. It is not known at this time what the future use of the parcels would be as 

it could limit future developments to only have access off of E Ave. Ms. Hershner 

shared information regarding the transit bus garage access off of 6th St NW and 

that the turn radius is too small. Ms. Hershner stated that access is needed off of D 
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Ave. Street alignment needs to be shifted away from the transit garage to allow 

access to the bus maintenance bays. Ms. Hershner stated that a center turn lane 

would not be needed for transit access and the west parcel be saved for Cedar 

Rapids Transit expansion.  

 

Brandon Whyte shared new public comments on the 6th & Ellis project.  

 

Ms. Hershner asked that a funding recommendation be made for road projects as 

well as design variances, buffered bike lanes, need for center turn lane, and access 

to transit bus garage. Ms. Hershner shared that there was no formal 

recommendation from the trail and transit groups regarding the center turn lane. 

Transit came to the consensus that a center turn lane was not necessary. Ms. 

Hershner pointed out the traffic projections from the Travel Demand Model in the 

agenda packets for the TTAC group to reference.  
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Mr. Ransom asked if Cedar Rapids submitted with the left turn lane. Ms. 

Hershner confirmed that the City of Cedar Rapids submitted with the left turn 

lane.  
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Tim Mrock stated that this project is going to be dependent on the redevelopment 

of the Mid-American parcel. 

 

Seth Gunnerson asked if Cedar Rapids Transit recommended not to have 

driveway access. Mr. Mrock stated that they want access to D Avenue and are 

working with a consultant to update their concept. 

 

Mr. Whyte shared Brad DeBrower’s comments on his behalf: 

1. No access wanted off the new extension into the transit facility 

2. Access needed off of D Ave, street alignment needs to be shifted away from the 

transit garage to allow access to the bus maintenance bays 

3. No center turn lane needed for transit access so the roadway could be narrowed 

and realigned 

4. Save west portions of Mid-American lot for replacement of current staging area 

and building for future bus garage expansion and storage needs. 

 

Ron Griffith stated that the alignment through this area is tight and poses a 

challenge to cross the railroad perpendicular and square up with Ellis. Mr. Griffith 

shared the initial Ellis design concept and suggested if you have a signal at E Ave, 

you should keep the center turn lane to provide extra turning capacity for the two 

blocks south of E Ave. Mr. Griffith shared that if a mini roundabout is 

constructed, a center turn lane would not be necessary.  

 

Mr. Mrock stated that a mini roundabout is planned at F Ave and whatever 

happens at F needs to happen at E Ave. 

 

Mr. Micheel stated that the purpose of the discussion was to ensure TTAC’s level 

of comfort with the design elements. Mr. Micheel suggested preparing a 

structured design prior to taking it to Policy and Executive Boards in May to 

avoid making amendments.  

 

Mr. Whyte stated that there is a large balance in project funds with the State 

Surface Transportation Block Grants and TTAC funding. Mr. Whyte shared that 

they are not interested in awarding additional funds to another project that does 

not currently have a need for it. 

 

Mr. Micheel stated that in the upcoming review the balance is going to be the 

primary topic of discussion. Mr. Micheel shared that it has been suggested that no 

additional funds will be granted to TTAC until current funds are spent.  
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Mr. Whyte discussed high original cost estimates and that he has been instructed 

to swap money to advance this project. Nate Kampman stated that potential 

changes could be made to aid in accommodating the project. 

 

Mr. Ransom motioned to approve the fund extension to the road project with or 

without a center turn lane contingent upon the roundabout intersection. Kelli Scott 

seconded the motion with unanimous consent.  

 

Mr. Gunnerson motioned to approve the design variance of 6 ft. bike lane. Mr. 

Ransom seconded the motion with unanimous consent.  

 

Ms. Hershner shared a summary of the Tower Terrace Road Interchange. Ms. 

Hershner discussed the TTAC design variances that currently list a 7.5 ft. public 

frontage while the street typology calls for an 8 ft. minimum public frontage. Ms. 

Hershner shared the Iowa DOT design variances that currently list 12 ft. travel 

lanes, while the street typology calls for an 11 ft. minimum. Ms. Hershner stated 

that the Iowa DOT is likely to go with diverging diamond interchange, however, 

given that this not official, this is based on the MPO application which calls for a 

regular diamond interchange.  

 

Ms. Hershner shared a summary of the on-street bike facilities and the challenge 

to construct bike lanes through the bridge deck of an interchange. Ms. Hershner 

shared a public comment that stated they preferred separated bike facilities with 

no on-street bike lanes. The current plans illustrate bike lanes dropping off at the 

interchange and merging with traffic. Cyclists would be required to cross the road 

twice. Ms. Hershner shared that it was dangerous for cyclists on the south side to 

only have the option to cross Tower Terrace Road to the north and then cross 

back to the south. Bike lanes are included throughout the entire Tower Terrace 

corridor.  

 

Ms. Hershner shared a summary of the off-street bike facilities. Current plans 

show 10-foot side path on north side only with a 6 ft. sidewalk on south side of 

bridge deck. Ms. Hershner shared a public comment from a citizen who would 

like to see an underpass rather than a trail adjacent to or part of the interchange.  

 

Ms. Hersher shared topics of discussion and decisions to be made by TTAC: 

 

1. Full TTAC recommendation on design variances  

 

2. On-street Bike Facilities:  
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 The Trails small group recommended no at-grade crossings or bike lanes 

through interchange 

 There was no recommendation from Roads. 

3. Off street Bike Facilities: 

 The Trails small group recommended a 10 ft. separated side path on 

bridge deck by combining the two 5 ft. bike lanes. 

 There was no recommendation from Roads.  

4. 2 Trails vs. 1 Trail:  

 Trails recommended two trails on the bridge: a trail on north and south 

side 

 There was no formal recommendation from Roads.  

5. Crossing On and Off Ramps:  

 Trails recommended one loop going under bridge to connect E-W which 

will have off-shoots for bike lanes prior to the bridge. 

 There was no formal recommendation from Roads.  

Mr. Whyte shared public comments that suggested the addition of a tunnel for 

bikes and make bridge visually appealing. East Post Road over Indian Creek was 

used by the citizen as an example.  

 

Mr. Kampman stated that the City of Cedar Rapids will support what the 

TTRCMP recommends going forward and that it always has to do with the 

bike/pedestrian accomdodations. Mike Barkalow shared that in the City of Marion 

they have always gone with eight and eight because they don’t feel that people are 

going to be crossing Tower Terrace that way priority is not given to the north side 

vs. the south side.  

 

Mr. Ransom motioned to approve the structure accommodation for cyclists and 

pedestrians based on what the current plan states for the trail. Shane Wicks 

seconded the motion with unanimous consent.  

 

Trails Project Review 

Mr. Whyte shared that they have been working with a consultant to widen the 

Edgewood Trail Bridge from 4.5 ft. to 8 ft. The consultant determined that the 

bridge could not be widened anymore due to weight concerns. Mr. Whyte shared 

that this would bring both phases to 80%. Mr. Whyte shared a public comment 

that this citizen would like to see a sign stating when the bridge is going to be 
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under construction. Mr. Whyte stated that the trail would be subphased before the 

bridge. Whyte shared that this is contingent upon the Policy Board defunding the 

Hiawatha trail bridge over I-380 on Boyson.  $206K would become available in 

FFY19 as a result of defunding the Hiawatha trail bridge.   

 

Mr. Whyte shared that added pedestrian connections are being considered at 

Wiley. Trails and Transit are not required to apply to complete streets, nor is there 

a requirement to add bus accommodations.  

 

Mr. Whyte shared that TAP funds can now be moved up in any year of the TIP 

cycle while discussing the 10th Ave side paths.  

 

Mr. Kampman recommended the group approve the projects contingent upon 

defunding the Hiawatha trail bridge. Three projects have received MPO money 

already and this would give them funds to satisfy the remaining projects.  

 

Mr. Ransom motioned to approve the recommendation to fund the three trail 

projects and examine the adjustments to Wiley funding to balance what’s 

available each year. Mr. Griffith seconded the motion with unanimous consent.  

 

Transit Project Review 

Mr. Whyte shared that there were no signal improvements on Edgewood Road. 

The City of Cedar Rapids will not assess people along Edgewood road for funds. 

 

Mr. Ransom motioned to approve the recommendation for bus funding contingent 

upon the City of Cedar Rapids withdrawing the multi use path application for 

Edgewood Road transit funding, therefore, allocating the remaining transit funds 

to the Wiley Side Path Trail Project. Jason Middlekauff seconded the motion with 

unanimous consent.  

 

Report Items/Member Updates 

 

There were no report items or member updates. 

 

Brad Ketels made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Mr. Middlekauff seconded the 

motion. The motion passed with unanimous consent and the meeting adjourned at 

3:38 p.m.  

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

Jillane Shultz 

Administrative Assistant II 
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